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Big Idea

The Mongol Golden Age:          
Pax Mongolica

Essential Question

What were the effects of the Pax Mongolia?
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Words To Know

Pax Mongolica – also called “Mongol Peace”, was a time of 

peace and order within the territories rules by the sons 

and grandsons of Genghis Khan.

Let’s Set The Stage…

By 1227, Genghis Khan ruled an empire that stretched from China 
to the Middle East. Although known for his brutality, Genghis Kahn 
set an example for the rulers that would follow him by ruling with 
religious tolerance understanding. Mongol warriors respected 
scholars, artists and artisans. They listened to the ideas of 
Confucians, Buddhists, Christians, Muslims and Jews. 
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Pax Mongolica
After the Mongols conquered many lands and created their vast 
empire, there came a peaceful time called the Pax Mongolica, 
which is also known as ‘Mongol Peace’, a period of time, where 
stability, peace, development of culture and economic growth 
ruled in Mongolia.

During this time, Pax Mongolica helped to spread different ideas 
and a great cultural expansion around Europe and Asia. 
They also created networks of trade routes all around Asia and 
Europe.
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Silk Road and Cultural Diffusion
Trade flourished across the Silk Road as cultural exchanges 
increased as foods, tools, inventions and ideas spread. 

Due to the enormous (big) territory the Mongols occupied and the 
importance of trade they had to protect their trade routes by 
making them safe for everyone.
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Cultural Diffusion

The use of gunpowder, papermaking, printmaking and new farming 
and ship building techniques were used and improved upon by 
people in Central Asia, India, the Middle East, North Africa and 
eventually Europe. 

In addition to establishing a world-wide trade system, the Mongols 
also developed the so-called “Yam”, a postal system, which enabled 
communication between the different and often very remote parts of 
the Mongolian empire.
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But one day, the Pax Mongolica ceased to exist. 
The fall and decline of it was caused by corruption (dishonesty), the 
bubonic plague outbreak and other factors.

Effects of Pax Mongolica
Communication around the world of nations controlled by the 
Mongols
Cultural diffusion – Islam
Religious Tolerance – allowed to practice the religion you believe in

Trade flourished - a network of safe, open trade routes were created

Started a postal system called the Yam
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Essential Question Answered

What were the effects of Pax Mongolia?

Pax Mongolica, also known as the “Mongol 
Peace” was a period of time where peace, 
stability, economic growth, cultural diffusion 
and cultural development occurred in Europe 
and Asia (territory controlled by the Mongols).


